The authors are very grateful for the reviewer’s time and effort in providing comments. Their work has greatly improved our manuscript. Our responses to each comment are included in black below.

**General Comments**

The biggest issue in the experiment design is the choice of "15% error for the true values of SIC", Line 133. Is this the right error model for SIC observations? SIC=0 and SIC=1 are two scenarios both with high accuracy in real data. Far away from the marginal ice zone, the observation and model should have good agreement on SIC and there is little need for any update. To reflect these scenarios, ensemble spread in SIC should be near zero for all the members have similar SIC values in those grid points, and for observation the error should also be near zero. However, 15% error means SIC=0 has zero error but SIC=1 has maximum error of 0.15. You mean SIC=0.99 observation can have an uncertainty bar of +-0.15?? This is certainly not realistic. In fact, I suspect that this specified observation error is causing all the problems in the following results (how assimilation of SIC degrade forecast, causing negative bias inside ice cover).

The authors have added some text to the manuscript to clarify our definition for specifying the SIC observation error clearer.

Line 133: "The observation error standard deviation for SIC is 15% of the true values of SIC ($\text{SIC}_\text{error} = \text{SIC}_\text{truth} \times 0.15$; Zhang et al. (2018)) and 0.1 m for SIT (approximation of future high precision data; Zhang et al. (2018))."

This method of specifying the SIC observation error follows the same method used in Zhang et al. (2018), which they state is "an approximate combination of bias and precision of the satellite-based concentration; e.g., Meier 2005." While our largest SIC observation error would be 15%, numerous other studies have employed other static or formula based methods for specifying the SIC observation error that would give similar values compared to our study (Tonboe and Nielsen, 2010; Mathiot et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2021; Lee and Ham, 2022; Cheng et al., 2023). For this study, only sea ice concentration values greater than 0.01 are assimilated so that the observation error never reaches zero. A sentence in the text was added to make that clear.

Line 139: "Due to the SIC observation error method, only SIC observations greater than 0.01 (approximately the precision found in passive microwave sea ice concentration observation files, Meier et al. 2021) are assimilated."

The authors believe that the underlying issue is really related to the boundedness of the observation error distribution (bounded above 1 and below 0 for SIC) and the formulation of the EAKF and RHF using a Gaussian observation likelihood. This mismatch will lead to bias solutions that other studies have shown (see text for citations to these studies). Since SIC is doubly bound, generated observations would be inherently biased near either a bound of zero or one. Our observations
would have larger biases near one in our study since their observation errors are larger based on our specification. Even with higher SIC observation errors occurring for SIC values near 1 (over the central Arctic), the observations still have enough weight to pull our ensemble toward lower SIC values, leading to a negatively biased solution. During wintertime when the total sea ice area bias is small, the ensemble is smaller, which is visible in the free forecasts (see Figure 1 in manuscript). During the melt season and summertime, the ensemble spread in the total sea ice area increases. This increase in the spread allows the negatively biased observations to have more weight and pull the ensemble down to lower values. Since other reviewers had comments on the SIC observation error specification, the authors tried to address some of the questions using the simplified data assimilation experiments presented in the paper (see section 3.3). Additionally, this study was more focused on the data assimilation setup and not on the observational side. However, the authors agree that focusing on the observational setup (observation errors, observation density, etc) for data assimilation experiments should be addressed in future studies.

In reality, the model simulated SIC has most uncertainties in the marginal ice zone, the concentration elsewhere should be quite accurate. What’s more uncertain is the thickness of ice and snow, and it is especially difficult to uncover the snow information from real satellite observations. Because altimetry will only measure the total freeboard, which is how much ice stick out of water level, it includes both ice thickness and snow depth. Other technique can infer snow depth information from heat signatures, but the observation has large uncertainties with a lot of assumptions made in the inference. Therefore a 0.1 m SIT error and 10% error for snow depth might be too optimistic. Thin ice is also not well represented in the model (given only category 1 is below 1 m). I’m not sure if uncertainty should be the same for thin (young) and thick ice. I suggest revisiting these uncertainties and checking against typical operational numbers.

The sea ice thickness uncertainty follows that used in Zhang et al. (2018), however, the authors realize that real sea ice thickness uncertainties can vary due to different conditions. A sentence was included in the paper stating this.

Line 135: "While studies that use real SIT observations have varied their uncertainties depending on their thickness value (Xie et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2023), due to the complexity of computing SIT (Zygmuntowska et al., 2014) this study chose to use a single value for SIT uncertainty."

The authors did include a note in the text that our uncertainty value is for potential future datasets that might have higher precision. However, the sea ice thickness uncertainty chosen for this study is not too far off from values found in Zygmuntowska et al. (2014) (0.28 m in February/March and 0.21 m in October/November). The snow depth uncertainty follows that used in Rostosky et al. (2020), however, the authors realize that the snow depth uncertainties can depend on several different input parameters (e.g., brightness temperature, ice concentration, etc) and age of the sea ice the snow sits on (Rostosky et al., 2018). Rostosky et al. (2018) shows that snow depth uncertainties increase as the snow depth increases, which is similar to the observation error method used in our study. Since sea ice can exist and snow depth can be zero, the snow depth observation error was capped at a lower bound of 0.005 m. A sentence was added to the manuscript.

Line 140: "Similarly, the observation error for D_{snow} has a lower bound of 0.005 m for observations that get close zero."

An additional motivation for lower snow depth uncertainties was to ensure that the observations impacted the background field. This helps illustrate the potential improvements that snow depth
observations could have if the uncertainties get small in the future. Once again, this study was more focused on the data assimilation setup and not on the observational side.

The definition of sea ice model and observed variables are quite confusing. There are "concentration" and "thickn ess", but later also "area" and "volume". My understanding is that SIC is equal to the integrated AICEN. Since volume = area x thickness, VICEN is actually not an independent variable from AICEN, but they are listed as separate variables in Table 1. The observation-state relation should be formulated in equations to be clear: how to compute SIT from AICEN (it’s an average over 5 categories?) and SNWD is also confusing as how it relates to the model VSNON. There are at some point interchangeable use of the term "area" and "concentration", along with AICE and SIC. I suggest to define the state variables using easier-to-read math formula, such as $A_{ice,n}$ for AICEN and $h_{ice,n}$ for the thickness categories, then for observed quantities you can give equations such as $SIC = \sum_{n=1}^{5} A_{ice,n}$

The authors agree with this comment, and the manuscript was changed to address this comment. Starting at line 124, the descriptions and acronyms of the observations and the model state variables were changed. Formulas for computing SIC, SIT, $D_{snow}$, and SIST were added to the document.

In addition, the manuscript was changed to clear up any interchangeable use of the term area and concentration to ensure the right term is used.

Also, for the experiment names, it gets difficult to follow after the first three, you also keep repeating what each experiment does in the results section too. Can you provide more intuitive names, such as "Control", "EAKF-ConcThick", "Add-SnowD", and "RHF-ConcThick"?

The names for the different experiments are changed in the table and in the manuscript text.

Metric for forecast verification is chosen to be the total sea ice area and volume. These are integrated variables, so that local errors of positive and negative biases might get cancelled even before the error diagnostics. As you are performing an OSSE and you can evaluate against the truth member, why don’t you choose a metric more suitable for the full 2D fields? You can even summarize errors separately for different areas (inside ice cover and near ice edge). At some point I was wondering if the ensemble spread is representing the correct amount of forecast errors for the ensemble mean versus the truth. It seems a measure for the skill of the ensemble is still missing in the current diagnostics. For sea ice, there are also a metric similar to the CRPS, called Spatial Probability Score (Goessling and Jung 2017), that you can try to add.

Another reviewer mentioned adding an additional evaluation method that uses the ensemble instead of the mean. I chose to included the spatial probability score. See Figures 3A and 7A.
Line 45: "Common sea ice descriptive quantities": Here you introduced concentration and thickness, but in the paper you are dealing a lot with area, volume and with respect to multi-thickness-category integrals. Can you provide some connection early on?

The authors added more details connecting the different observation quantities with the category-based state model variables in the paragraph starting on line 124. The authors feel that is the best place for this information since the introduction does not really discuss the model setup in terms of state variables that are updated.

Line 65: "... if there is an optimal data assimilation setup...": I would not use the word "optimal" here, since it is unclear whether the model or the observations are near the optimal condition to provide information about the true sea ice states.

Another reviewer commented on the use of the term "optimal." All references of "optimal data assimilation setup" have been removed from the manuscript.

Line 77: "...follow closely to the optimal settings Zhang et al...": Did you use exactly their setting or did you changed anything? Please describe more clearly. Again, I would refer the "optimal setting" as "setting that performed the best".

The authors modified the sentence to say "The CICE5 model setup" instead of "data assimilation settings." The data assimilation settings are modified for each experiment, which will be different compared to Zhang et al. 2018. Additionally, the first experiment labeled EAKF-ConcThick is an extension of the best performing experiment from Zhang et al. 2018. The differences are explained starting on line 157.

Line 81: "Kalman 1960": This is the reference for the Kalman filter, you should cite the EnKF reference (Burgers, or Evensen, or Carrassi’s review, or even Houtekamer and Zhang review paper).

The sentence and citation have been changed on line 81.

Line 83: "...accurate estimate...": "best estimate" or "best guess" will be better here.

The sentence has been modified in the manuscript.

Line 84: "flow-dependent background-error covariance": You should point out that it is the ensemble that allows the estimation of a flow-dependent covariance, while the older methods such as "optimal interpolation" or 3DVar only employs static covariance.

The authors modified the sentence to make sure the readers know that the ensemble allows for estimating flow-dependent covariances.

Line 86: "While the RHF...", check grammar

Sentence was modified and moved to the future work portion of the conclusions.
Line 87: "however, that application is not applied in this study": Well, if not then you shall not mention this in the main methodology, you can discuss if this application is worth trying in future studies in the discussion, if that’s what you are implying.

The authors agree with this comment. The sentence was moved to the future work portion of the conclusions.

Line 88: "horizontal localization": a more accurate term is "covariance localization", then you can comment that you only localize in the horizontal directions.

The sentence was modified using covariance localization instead of horizontal localization.

Line 88: "horizontal localization": a more accurate term is "covariance localization", then you can comment that you only localize in the horizontal directions.

The sentence was modified using covariance localization instead of horizontal localization.

Line 91: "inflating the prior background fields": its not the full fields that are directly inflated, rather the "ensemble perturbations" are inflated.

The sentence was modified to say that the ensemble perturbations are inflated, not the full fields.

Line 97: "sea ice thickness, which is represented by the product of sea ice volume and sea ice area": this is wrong... sea ice volume = area x thickness.

The word "product" was replaced with the word "quotient" to properly describe how sea ice thickness is represented in the sea ice model.

Line 99: "five categories with lower bounds of...": Why are these exact numbers chosen? Are you following some classic CICE configurations? I’ve seen other models using categories that are more focusing on thinner ice (0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 1.0, then 3.0), your values here seems to lean on the thicker categories.

The values for the five thickness categories follow what was used in Zhang et al. 2018. The thickness values are the original values when setting kcatbound = 0.

Line 100: "provides an unique challenge": "pose a challenge" will be more suiting.

The authors agree, and the sentence was modified.

Line 110: "non-Gaussian impacts": could you be more clear?

The sentence was modified so the statement is clearer for the reader.
Line 113: "three different parameters were perturbed that impact...": I would discuss the three parameters in separate sentences and be more clear. Please also list the range of values for the perturbation (one standard deviation around the true value), so that people can try to reproduce the experiments.

The authors have added additional discussion about the three parameters that were perturbed in this study. To make it easier for people wanting to reproduce our experiments, I have uploaded the perturbed parameter values to Zenodo for download. A link was included in the data availability section, and text was added to point readers to that section.

Line 114: "ocean-ice drag coefficient": The ice motion is mostly driven by atmospheric surface winds, why did you perturb the ocean drag coefficient instead? Wouldn’t it be more responsive if you perturb the air-ice drag coefficients so that surface wind uncertainties can also be partially included in the ensemble perturbations?

The ocean-drag coefficient was chosen because it was one of the top parameters that provided uncertainty in CICE simulations in Urrego-Blanco et al. 2016. In addition, perturbing the ocean-ice drag coefficient can increase uncertainty in sea ice area and sea ice extent during winter according to Urrego-Blanco et al. 2016.

Line 116: "equilibrium state"? The model will experience seasonal cycles with the periodic forcings, how can it reach an equilibrium? I think you meant to spinup the model to reach the correct energetics, climatology?, or seasonal variability.

This sentence was modified in the manuscript.

Line 121: "negatively biased": Are all sea ice and snow variables negatively biased? Even for each thickness categories?

The authors do not believe that all sea ice and snow variables are negatively biased compared to the truth. Several ensemble members are greater than the truth value in sea ice area, sea ice volume, and snow volume in Figure 1. When comparing the ensemble mean, it is negatively biased for each of the sea ice and snow variables. The randomly chosen truth member is within the ensemble envelope during the entire year. Since there are individual members greater than the truth value, we believe that means the thickness categories are not all negatively biased.

Line 130: "sea ice and snow quantities have both ...bounds in their representation": "both" sounds weird here, how can a variable have both single and double bounds?

The sentence was modified in the manuscript to remove both.

Line 135: "10-second CryoSat-2": can you provide more details? Did you use 10 seconds worth of data amount from CryoSat-2?

The manuscript was modified to clarify this statement. The CryoSat-2 locations were recorded or measured every 10 seconds.
Line 136: "AICEN, VICEN, and VSNON": I don’t think you have defined these names yet. This sentence has been moved to the beginning of the paragraph. AICEN, VICEN, and VSNON have been redefined as well.

Line 141: "update the sea ice area in different categories": sea ice "area" and "concentration" seems to be used interchangeably, but it is confusing for the readers outside of sea ice community. The authors tried to make it clear that the sea ice concentration is the observation and sea ice area is the model state variable that is updated by data assimilation. Additionally, the authors tried to make it clear in the manuscript how the sea ice concentration observation is related to the sea ice area model state variable (starting on line 127). The addition of the equation for how to compute sea ice concentration from the sea ice area model variable is also included.

Line 142: "allow sea ice conc. and volume to be updated": are the AICEN and VICEN two independent variables? I thought that VICEN = AICEN x hicen, and hicen is given (the five categories), so if you update concentration (AICEN) you already have the VICEN updated. Could you clarify? 

$A_{\text{ice},n}$ and $V_{\text{ice},n}$ are individual variables in terms of output, however, they are computed by the equation listed in your comment. Two methods could be used for updating $A_{\text{ice},n}$ and $V_{\text{ice},n}$. A user could just update one of $A_{\text{ice},n}$ and $V_{\text{ice},n}$, and then update the other with the equation you have listed in the comment. This is the method chosen to update $V_{\text{snow},n}$ in our experiment labeled EAKF-ConcThick. Zhang et al. 2018 chose to update both $V_{\text{ice},n}$ and $V_{\text{snow},n}$ using the data assimilation updated $A_{\text{ice},n}$ and the equation in your comment. In our study, we saw that the updated $V_{\text{snow},n}$ via post processing was just as good as the free forecasts of $V_{\text{snow},n}$. This means the post process updates were not improving the representation of $V_{\text{snow},n}$ compared to a free forecast. You are really depending on the updates of $A_{\text{ice},n}$ from the data assimilation system to affect the volume fields. The other method is to allow the data assimilation system to update all three state model variables ($A_{\text{ice},n}$, $V_{\text{ice},n}$, $V_{\text{ice},n}$). This method was applied in all of our experiments except the first one.

Line 145: In eq. 1, hsnon is defined as "category-based snow thickness". Are they given by the same 5 categories for sea ice thickness? It is not capital letter, which means they are not prognostic variables? How does this even work? Do you have hson scale with hicen (ice thickness categories)? The different thickness category values listed in the method section under CICE are the lower bounds for each category. Once a thickness value goes over the category bound, the sea ice volume is transferred to the next category. The bounds for the five thickness categories are the same for sea ice and snow. I have added text in the manuscript to clarify this. The post-processing uses the prior sea ice thickness values in each category ($h_{\text{prior}}^{\text{snow},n}$), which is computed by dividing the prior $V_{\text{snow},n}$ by the prior $A_{\text{ice},n}$ ($h_{\text{prior}}^{\text{snow},n} = \frac{V_{\text{prior}}^{\text{snow},n}}{A_{\text{prior}}^{\text{ice},n}}$). The new snow volume is updated by multiplying the prior category-based snow thickness ($h_{\text{prior}}^{\text{snow},n}$) by the updated category-based sea ice area ($A_{\text{posterior}}^{\text{ice},n}$). The post-processing method was introduced in the Zhang et al. 2018 paper. Text was added to the manuscript to clarify the post-processing equations.
for experiment 2, you are missing another important clarification here. Does all observation types (SIC, SIT and SNWD) update all model state variables (VICEN, AICEN, VSNON)? It may be default in DART that all cross-variable updates are kept, but for other systems there are often ad-hoc cross-variable localization. For example, not allowing SIT and SNOWD to change AICEN...so please carefully provide details. Table 1 doesn’t have these information either, you need to state here more explicitly.

The authors agree with the reviewer’s comment. Text was added in the DART section within the manuscript to mention that no cross-variable localization was applied in this study. Text was also added to clarify that while sea ice surface temperature observations are assimilated, sea ice surface temperatures in the different thickness categories are not updated by either post-processing or data assimilation.

"non-parametric data assimilation": sounds like the new method for DA doesn’t have parameters to tune...the non-parametric refer to the underlying distribution function. You should just say "non-Gaussian data assimilation"

Any uses of "non-parametric" when referencing the rank histogram filter were changed to "non-Gaussian."

Eqn. 2: this is not an equation, but a pseudo code. You can write AICEN ← AICEN * 1 / SIC.

The steps for the three different special treatments are laid out in Zhang et al. 2018. This study followed the same steps used in Zhang et al. 2018. During the experimental setup, early testing of the special treatments did not show that order matters.

"mid-point sea ice thickness": It’s not easy to understand that here you mean the thickness value for each category (bin), if you provide a SIT distribution (histogram over the 5 categories), before and after the three treatments, it would be much clearer.

The authors tried to make this statement clearer in the manuscript. The text now includes "the average thickness value allowed in the associated category (0.32, 1.01, 1.93, 3.51, 6.95)" where the values in parentheses are the values the sea ice area would be multiplied by to get the new sea ice volume in the category.

"Total sea ice area, volume, snow volume": What’s their connection to the model or observation variables? Can you provide equations for how you computed these integrated values? Equations were included in the manuscript to help describe how these quantities are computed.
Line 179: "Total sea ice area will allow for better evaluation...". The reason is not clear to me.
This sentence has been modified due to another reviewer’s comment.

Line 182: "Mean absolute bias and mean square error": Are they computed for the spatially-integrated values (total sea ice area, etc.) then averaged over time? Or are they also computed for the model states on each grid point, then taking both spatial and temporal averages? Again, equations may help a lot here for clarity.
Text has been added to the manuscript to clarify this comment. Additionally, equations were added to illustrate how MAB and MSE are computed in this study.

Line 190: "over-prediction, under-prediction": Could you define these please?
Text was added to the manuscript to clarify over- and under-predictions.

Line 198: "In experiments 1-3 investigate...": check grammar
This sentence has been changed.

Line 208: "the biases are reduced for total snow volume throughout": not quite reduced for winter seasons before Jun, what happened?
A couple of sentences were added at the end of the paragraph highlighting this finding and providing an explanation. Starting on line 253.

Line 214: "non-Gaussian component... could be the driving factor": from results of RHF I don’t think the degradation in experiments 1 and 2 is due to non-Gaussianity. If so the RHF should have improved forecasts, but it in fact degrades even more. You should look for further reasons, such as ensemble spread compounded with the value bound, or strong seasonal cycles posing a large bias in the prior mean.
The authors believe that the underlying issue is really related to the boundedness of the observation error distribution (bounded above 1 and below 0 for SIC) and the formulation of the EAKF and RHF using a Gaussian observation likelihood. This mismatch will lead to bias solutions that other studies have shown (see text for citations to these studies). I have removed the word "non-Gaussian" from the sentence. Additionally, the authors tried to tie the SIC results to the fact that the SIC is doubly bound and often the SIC values reside near either bound.
Line 220: "removing the SIC observations provided a more accurate forecast": This might also suggest that the DA method is not causing the degradation, but rather the data themselves. Since the SIC is doubly bound, the distribution that was used to generate the observations from the truth was a truncated normal distribution with bounds at zero and one. Thus, observations generated near the bounds will be inherently biased compared to the truth. If your truth value is 1, the randomly drawn observation will be biased just by the fact that the random draw cannot go above one. This means SIC observations that are randomly drawn from the truth near the bound of 1 will be biased low. I tried to address this issue with the simplified DA experiment where I changed the observation error values (section 3.3).

Figure 4: It seems most of the MSE is due to bias? MAB is almost equal to MSE. So maybe showing MAB is enough to tell the story. The authors agree that MSE and MAB are almost equal. However, we chose to leave both for our evaluation in case readers are interested in seeing both.

Line 234: "total sea ice area ... performed poorly": based on your definition the SIC integral will include the negative biases, but if in operation people use the 15% concentration threshold to count for sea ice area (or extent) then this negative bias will not be a problem. The biases would be more similar across the experiments if sea ice extent was used because the method does not multiply the grid cell area by the SIC value. Instead, the area is summed within the 15% SIC contour (according to the CICE source code). In fact, you see that for the SPS time series where the first three experiments are pretty similar throughout the cycling period. However, not accurately representing the actual SIC values over the main ice pack (SIC values come to 1) would lead to poor atmosphere-ocean-sea-ice feedbacks in a fully coupled model. Therefore, it is important to show that the total sea ice area is negatively biased and fully investigate why this low bias is present.

Line 244: "analysis increment (AI)": I would avoid using acronym that is already well-established. The authors removed the use of the acronym AI from the manuscript.
The authors believe that it is related to the observation error distribution that causes the problem and not the actual observation error value. In the simplified DA experiments, the truth value is very close to 1. Since SIC is bounded at 1 and 0, a truncated normal distribution is applied as the observation error distribution to generate the observations from the truth value and specified observation error. Since the truth is near 1, the observations will be low-biased compared to the truth. Even though each filter (EAKF and RHF) is formulated using different prior PDFs, the observation likelihood for both filters is assumed to be Gaussian. The mismatch between the observation error distribution and the observation likelihood weights the observations too much, leading to a low-biased solution for both filter types. The Gaussian likelihood has no knowledge of the bound at 1, however, the generated observations from the truncated normal distribution have the knowledge of the bound at 1 built in.

Line 286: "Applying a non-Gaussian ... can lead to erroneous observation impacts": If this is the reason for low biased analysis here, then applying RHF will reduce the bias? But you see the RHF actually increase the low bias in experiment 4... This is contradictory. The authors response to this comment was answered in the above comment. The new simplified DA experiment in the manuscript tests both the EAKF and RHF with different observation error specifications. The RHF prior PDF is specified using a non-Gaussian histogram method, but the observation likelihood is still assumed to be Gaussian, which is similar to the EAKF. You see that the solutions for both filters in the simplified DA experiment are very similar, and the authors believe that is related to the fact that they both use a Gaussian observation likelihood.

Line 293: "near the sea ice margin": the area is called "marginal ice zone (MIZ)"
The manuscript has been updated using the term "marginal ice zone."

Line 298 and 329 and 336: "The use of non-parametric RHF did not handle the SIC obs better": again, the issue is not in handling the non-Gaussian distribution, but the observation error model is the culprit here. The true Bayesian solution might be low-biased SIC (given the observation), and RHF is actually doing a better job in fitting the observation, hence the "worse" low bias. The response to this comment was answered in the reviewer’s first general comments above in the document. If the true Bayesian solution is low-biased, which might be the case, this paper highlights the fact that data assimilation algorithms with Gaussian components will not give accurate solutions when compared to the truth.
Line 353: "forcing file for the truth member is an outlier": This is related to how you generated the perturbed members, if the forcing spread is large enough so that ensemble spread covers this truth member, then I would expect the filter to still work. Given here that the forcing has a near linear relation with the sea ice and snow states.

If the reviewer is referring to the CICE perturbed members, than the authors agree. Below the line for this comment, the manuscript discusses how users using the perturbed parameter method have to be mindful when evaluating results.
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